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Moldex3D eDesignSYNC R14.0 for NX 

What’s New 
Published: 2016-07-01 

Moldex3D eDesignSYNC for NX is the quick design validation and optimization tool embedded in 

NX. It enables designers to synchronize design changes and evaluate manufacturability directly in 

their familiar design environments. This also helps sharing common communication between 

designers and mold makers. Therefore, they can predict and avoid potential molding defects in the 

earliest phase of the plastic injection molding process. 

 

What’s New in R14.0 OR 

New Features 

 Add environment setting to preference 

 Add result criteria setting to preference 

 Add result option to preference 

 Add batch run tool to analysis setting 

 Add result adviser tool to post-processing 

 Add report generator to post-processing 

 Integrate the L/t indicator to gate advisor tool

 

Preference 

For user friendly, users can set languages, working folder path, license server, Moldex3D 

post-process tool, result items, and warning criterion in preference. 
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Batch Run 

After all the molding parameters are set, users can select to run an analysis directly or add current 

setting to batch list as a new run. If you want to analyze later, this function can add the current setting 

to pending list, and the batch run will be activated when users click Run Analysis. It helps users to 

analyze project more efficiently.  

  

Result Adviser 

After the analysis has been finished, result adviser helps users to ascertain the analysis result, and 

provide simple solution for users. It will detect 6 common defects below, including short shot, air trap, 

weld line, degradation, hesitation and imbalance gates contribution. 
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Report Generator 

After analysis finished, report generator can help users to generate analysis report automatically, 

and users can also type the customized information in the popup menu for a customized report. 

This tool provides three types for users, HTML, Power Point and PDF. 

  

 

The Integration of L/t Indicator and Gate Advisor 

After part setting is done, users can use gate advisor to generate gates automatically. In 

eDesignSYNC R14.0, we integrate the L/t indicator into gate advisor tool, users can quickly check 

their gate locations are suitable or not, and make the design change immediately. 
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Other Performance Improvement 

 Upgrade the solver capacity for more accuracy result 

 Improve the display efficiency for temperature result 

 Renew the short icon for user interface 

 Remove the support of hot runner system 

 Remove the support of over-molding 

 


